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.
This study investigated the elationskip bete's; a

reader's. lellel.of 'oral development. and his eferre mode of I.

response to literature. It was prompted by a c cn concern* high
school English tethers: thS difficulty experienced by many
adolescent readers in responding to the secondarrliteraVare
curriculum through an interpretive mode. The study "-hypothesized thac
adolescent readers operating at the principled. level of idral
developsent as tested by James Rest's DetermininvIssu4s Test (DIT)
would prefer the interpretive mode. Readers at levels beloirtie
principled would more frequently choose any offiii other modes of
response to the same three short stories. Subjects were 74 caucasian,
middle-class, adolescent boys from a suburbs): high school in the sans
Francisco Bay Area. They completed Rest's DI? end other tests. test
resulis and respondents' ages and reading abilidtiels were analyzed
statistically. The ma/or hypothesis was borne oat at the .05 level of
significance. The principled thinkers as defined bythe DI?
significantly more often chose interpretivetresponses. (Author)
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The Rdlationship Between Adolescents'-Levels
.

of Moral Development and Their Responses

1

to Three SHoft Stories
4

- N

When students reach- their their concerns.

indreasingly switch from, pleasing their teachers, their A-
,

parents and concentrating on the Aills aught in the class-

room to pleasing they peers and develoPihg an identity and

a facility in what they perceive to be the 'real world'.'

English teachers and secondary literature curriculum'

developers have. tried to take this into account when choos-

ink selections for high school readers. Historically,

literature has been, among other things, a vehicle 'through

.which educators have attempted to make'students more

'human.' Literature can.provide a mirror through-which.he

human race can 'examine itself and perhaps learn lessons

about life unable to be learned in' any other way. But,

many who have worked with young people know that the

effects oPliterature and even carefully thought out

literature programs are df ten negligible for many students.

. However, until recently, has been extremely diffi-

cult for researchers-to lookat both the cognitive and -

..-

..affective aspects of response to literature at the same

time. In much of the previous research, either reading

4
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ability or emotional components were lookedat.in one way

)

or'anothet but:rarelirif ever, together. Neverthelesi,

when-one of the two components was missing, it blame

apparent that the full impact of the reading.program-was
1 .

.diluted.` On the other hand:,developmentaltheory has much .

to say about the growth of the child'i abilities to function

7(41
at various levels ,in' a variety of en.x.44mlents and situa-

tions, and moral development theory,. in particular, offers

.64

an-additional 'tool to the researcher attempting to look at

(

cog4tive abilities from a new.perspective. Precisely, it

is the interaction' between an adolescent reader** level of

moral deVeloptaent,and response to literature that this

stlidy examines.

Previous response to literature research hasidenti--_

fied six.inclusive modes of reiponsf.. The Most common, and
4.

usually the most desired, is the intretive mode. In

-adolescent readerh, one can.expectthis kind of-response

approximately 40% .to *0% of:the time, TM othermoiles,,

none expected more than 207. -of. the time inclUde narrative,

.when the reader retells -the story without attempting to

derive meaning; associational,.when 64 reader relates an

r_
I

aspect of the story to an rrelevant past experienCe;

prescriptive,, when the. reader blfames a ifiAacter for an

Outcompwithout attempting to.understand motivation; liter--

ary judgment, when the reader 4ipregards,intent and onXy

I.

f
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remarks on his/her opinion of the story's:quality; self-.

A
involvement, whet a reader overempathizes with a character

a

MP

.

and disregards other aspects of the work, and miscellaneous

whiCh.Occirs les% thin 2% of the time. Interestingly, the

preferred mode of literary response is not highly correlated.

. aex, reading ability, etc.
I

(Squire, 1964;.

Wilson, 1963).

)
It is this author's contention that same o the skills

;

demanded for properly grasping the, concepts and intents. of

literature are the same skills which correspond to different
t

stages of moial development. As Kohlberg 'mphasizes, each

, developmental stage is qualitatively different from each

previous stage CKohlberg, 1973). Lt is not that the devel-

opmental process is simply cumulative, but that it- repre-

J.
Bents a structural change in the individual's problem.solving

strategies and offers that-individual a different way of

looking at his/her world. Therefore, this study was

.
designed to exdiaipe,whether the qualitatively different

.
perspective of studehts, operating at'the highest_level of

moral dsvelopment,.that is the Post-conventional, would

help them to approach short stories.through the interpre

tive mode.

I

p.
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Td research this uestion, I tested in six secondary s---4-- .

Engfish class:4.6am in a ptiblic high school in the San
-

Franciico Bay Area in. spxing of 1977. The school is located

in ad u1per- middle -class suburb with very new minority

faiilies. .F9r-this studp I limited the analysis to white,.

Malestudents to limit..the number of variables to be con-
,

, .

sidered. Altogether, I,ended up with complete protocols,*

for 94 -subjects p ages 14 through 18.

. To test foi the students'AiLevels of moral development,

agroup test deveioped by James Rest at the University of

Minnesota was administered. This test, the Determining

./f Issues Test or DIT includes six Kohlbergian moral dilemmas

each followed by twelve statements- -two representing each

stage of moral development. However, since when presented

with logical arguments, persons 'will. often prefer a state-
.

,ment one stage above their operational stage,/ on the DIT,

stage one responses are eliminated. Instead, nonsensical

statements are included toesee if respondents are trying

to/score 'high' by choosing whit sound like, the most

sophisticated 1mswers. Addittonally, Rest.includes some

*
. 'Anti- establishment' responses. Although these are dis-

reprdea in stage-typing, Rest sees them as evidence of a
I

tripsitiOn between stages four and five. (Rest, 972)
.

Aftet the student has reacted on paper to ea h state.

0.
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smut from strongly agree to 'strongly disagree or don't.

understand, he then ranks the fo# statement, which best
0

describe his pieferences for solving the moral dilemma.
.

Since3there are'great differences between the inteiview
..

. . .
-

`technique used by Kohllierg'and forced-choice measures, Rest

suggests against stage-typing. Instead, his' measure allows

the researcher to arrive,at a 'P'-or PrinCipled score.

This score is the!percelitage,of 0 respondent's,preferences.
=.

0: for statements representing Post-Conventional thinking.

A week after testing the.studenti' levels ca'morill

development, I randomly. have them-three shcgt stories which

they simultaneously read and heard on tape. After each

story, the students were given a..rksponse sheet of'12 items

that they ranked .from most descriptive to not at all de-
,

scriptive pertaining to their initial. reactions to each

story. Of the 12 statements, two represented each mode of

1itereiy response withrhe exceptiOn of miscellaneous' which

*.e

was used for cases of no response.to a particular ;tem:
'y -

Then participants chose arid ranked "he epe thre statements that
.

.

. .

best described their.reations, These rankings were ana=

lyzed to arrive at an 'I score (Interpretive). Any'student
.. ,

with a weighted score of ten (10) of a possibll'fifteen (15)'.

was classified as an interpreter.

Following this, participants were asked to, ansWer.fOW'
,

questions: What was the story about? Who lid they like' he

0.

7
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most and least gf the characters in the story? What were
. .

th4ii-reisons for their preferences? 'These responses were

analyzed as units of thdught and related to the students'

preferred mode

Finally, after

tics ants were

The story

of response and level of Moral development.

all the storirs had been completedo the par-

asked to rank their three feyorite characters,

es, "The Young Man and-thouse".by4illiam

Saroyan (Saroyan, 1958); "After Twenty Years" by fl'Henry

(1906); "All the Years of Her Life" by Morley Callaghan

(1936), all had central male characters, presented a moral

dilemmaffid :provided a number of perspectives on Loyalty,

the law, and property. 4

Results

As shown on the following table, some signifidant

results were found. Using a chi-square test, it.was veri-

fied
rt

hat readers operating -at the principled 'level-of

moral/ development did, in this sample, choose tie interpre-

tive mode of response more frequently than students, at

lower levels at the .05 level of statistical significance

Furthermore, the tbwer the raw 'P' score, the smaller the

percentageof interpretive responses.
a.

11

Ihsert Table aboue.here
ti

)4C

4
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milA secon ea of reader resppnse which provided inter-

est was whether students would choose'is their preferred ..

character those who seemed most like the reader. Although

there was no apparent relationship between level of moral

development and character preference, regardless of 'P',

three-quarters of all the:responients chose as their

favorite, a character which had been betrayed orivictimized

as opposed to "a character than had not. However, the three

characters most chosen were also-most 'unlike the readers.

One was' a mouse; one was a middle-aged woman; one was a

-notorious gangster. One of the&dings of previous

response to literature studies is thatstudents, especially

boys, prefer reading aboutcharacters like themselves.

(Loban, 1954). In this study, students at all reading

levels overwhelmingly identified the mouse, woman, and

gangster to be "least like themselves," albeit on supit-
,

ficial criteria, but chose them as tlieir favorites.

Finally, reading level did not correlate with 'I''or

highly with 'P'. And, the numbers of free responses did not

correlate with 'P' or highly with "I'.

Discussion

The implications of this study couldbe of(use to both

researcherS and practitioners. yiwt, ways of,looking at

moral development on a group basis rather than an individual

basis need to be refined. As'is true with any papet and
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pencil measure, respondents are limited by their reading and

"test-taking" abilities. Eurthermifthis sample is an ".

indication, the group means were--the same a& Rest's atatis-

ticaily. but the means within, the sample were different

Which is why principled thinkers wprebthose scoring .40

stead of Rest's suggested .45.
k

Seconci, educators need to recogniXe that rigt only- does
. .

,

the literary sele'ction bring 'something to pe 'reader, but
. .

that the reader brings something to the, work. (Rosinblatt,
.

1971)." Not only does the reader contribute hi's /her Aecod-

ing, encoding, comprehension skills, experiences, prefer-

ences,.attitudes and values,' butalso, 'certain problem-.

solving Skills heretofore unexaminedthat 'is, those skills

4' correlating to a student's level and stage of moral devAlop,

;went. If, after replication, we find th is to.be true, both'

.iterature curr.culum:developers and clapsroom teachers can
.

take these.variables into acipuntwhen m aking decisions

about what to introduce to a class and how to organize

instruction. This is not to say that teachers should be-

come involved in_.evaluating and typing their students, but,

4
that educators:need to be aware of an additional, significant

aspect of human thinking--moral developmentbefore making

Assumptions about the appropriateness of materials. For

example, it :may be, as has been indicated ,by they resent

study, that the addition'of moral questions braderis *a.
ti

- O
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.story's'appeal to a wider.variety of student reading abili-

ties. Or, with further research, we may learn that efelec-

,tions with a moral dileMma inhibit interpretive*responses.:, ;

If nothing else, teachers must ask themselves if perha0 a
t.

,.

'
. 6 a

student's difficulty with a selection is_a function of yet, ,.

s,

o,
to be developed skills in problem-solving rather than an

N

inability to correctly comprehendthe purpose of a piece of

literature. Clearly, more research is needed.= all these
.

questions

In conclusion, it seems evideht that a relationship

.exists between an adolescent boys level of moral develop:.

ment and his preferred mode of literary response. Those

students with sophisticated strategies for approaChing

moral dilemmas also, more frequeftly, dose to-approaoh.

literature through interpretation.
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Number- of

Respondents

.haw 'P'. . . % of

Score . Range

,..-..,,, retive. .

.
.,- es

30:

34.

10

74

less that .26

beeeen .26 and .40

40 or treater

10

21%

37%

60%
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